The temporary command in-put of the Y. W. C. A. is furnished a splendid, well-lighted malnagement of the Y. W. C. A. headquarters of the staff will be from sixty to seventy officers or technicians in the base hospitals. so that Technology is certain-ly already at work, that it is certainly ready in any engineering field. The selection of explosives is a most important pro-cess and largely determines the progress of the work, the safety of employees and the costs of the operation.

For the graduate engineer, there is one way to avoid improper use of explosives,-state the condi-tions governing prospective blasting operations and ask us for recommendations. You are sure of obtaining practical data from those having a wide field prac-tice and therefore knowing the particular explosive best adapted to your work. Over 160 years continuous progress is leading today in assurance of the adaptability and efficiency of DU PONT EXPLOSIVES in any engineering work.

Our DUNAm EXPOSIVES CALUM T besonders, practical and constructive work, giving valuable and necessary information in those bearing the selection and application of explosives in charge. This book is FREE. Write for it.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Preliminary to your designs, the essential steps in selecting, testing and applying explosives have always been carefully worked out by our experts.

The Symbol of Efficiency for users of EXPLOSIVES

Efficiency of methods and the selection of proper materials will achieve success in engineering.

EXPLOSIVES